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From 0 to 100,000 lbs
in 29 Months
When we held the registration session for the very first MAN v FAT Football
league in Solihull back in 2016, we’d had an amazing response. Thanks to
some fortuitous PR and an underlying need for this sort of programme we’d
had just under 1,000 applications for the 80 places on the first league. We
hired a sports hall to run the registration session where we had sets of scales
and fresh player handbooks ready to give out. We were poised for a great
night. Then no one turned up.

wenty minutes after the
registration session was
supposed to start we had two people
in the room. I was mortified. So were
the two lads who’d turned up. By
7.24 another player turned up.

T

“Is this where you go for the fat football
thing?” he asked.
“Yes,” I said - forlorn that he’d had a wasted
journey. I started to sign him in anyway.
“You should send someone to tell the rest
of the lads.”
“What other lads?” I asked.
“There’s about 70 fat blokes over by the
football pitches.”
I can’t remember if I jumped and clicked
my heels in the air when the missing
players started to come through the doors,
looking wary but hopeful that they’d found
the right place; in retrospect I should
have done.

Since that night we’ve welcomed thousands
of men through the doors now and the case
studies on the website are to celebrate the
incredible achievement that these players
have made in losing 100,000lbs. It’s a time of
celebration, but it’s also a point to reflect and
to acknowledge the mistakes that we’ve made
as we’ve grown. It’s a time to employ all of the
lessons that we’ve learned to make MAN v FAT
Football and MAN v FAT better as a result.
Alongside the stories of the players and
the words of the FA and Sport England
we have included details of Progress - a
new tracking app which every MAN v FAT
Footballer will get for free to help them
hit their goals. As we celebrate I only ask
that you continue to give me your feedback
at hello@manvfat.com and help us
to reach more men and to have a greater
impact on their lives as they step through
the door for the very first time. ●

Andrew Shanahan
MANAGING DIRECTOR
man v fat

the fa

case studies

a fantastic example of
the positive impact that
our national game can
have on peoples’ lives

y taking a unique approach to
football delivery and by truly
understanding their target market,
MAN v FAT Football have supported
thousands of men in achieving
their weight loss goals, in turn
significantly impacting on their day
to day lives.

B

Whilst the innate enjoyment of playing
football is a huge factor in itself the range
of benefits experienced by participants on
the programme is extensive and clearly
demonstrates football’s ability to impact
positively on an individual’s physical,
mental and social wellbeing as well
as delivering a range of wider societal
benefits. The initiative has also been hugely
successful in re-engaging players back into
the game and acts as a fantastic re-entry
point for those who until the initiative had
been introduced, hadn’t felt comfortable
in participating.

Reaching 100,000lbs of weight lost is
already an incredible achievement and
we are delighted to be able to endorse the
work of MAN v FAT Football. Despite this
success the programme still retains huge
potential and we look forward to seeing it
continue to grow in the coming seasons
and ever more innovative features being
added to programme delivery. The MAN
v FAT Football team have demonstrated
their ability to proactively work with a
range of different delivery partners whilst
maintaining high quality delivery and we
believe this approach will allow for the
programme to fulfil its massive potential. ●

Steve Day
Head of Participation
the FA

craig rankin
glasgow
lost: 44.5kg
What differences has
losing this weight
made in your life?
It’s been massive, I’ve
got a new job in my work
with my new-found
confidence. I don’t feel
embarrassed to walk
down the street with
just a t-shirt on. I feel so
much fitter, even recently
ran 5km (not quickly,
but I did it) and that’s
something I could never

Andrew Kay
peterborough
lost: 20 KG

have even have dreamed
of doing just seven
months ago. I’ve still got
a long way to go but all of
a sudden it doesn’t seem
like that far. I can’t wait
to see what the next few
months have in store now.

What would you
say to other men
thinking about joining
MAN v FAT Football?
Do it! I’ve tried several
fad diets, only to lose
interest in a few days or
weeks With MAN v FAT,
the competitiveness really
kicked in and made me
want to exercise more.

Sean Guiden
Birmingham Fox Hollies
lost: 6.8kg
Any advice for men
who want to lose
weight?
It’s easy to read a story
and think you could
never do that or that it
won’t happen to you but
the truth is, it can and it
will. You won’t be alone
on this programme and
everyone else in the group
is just like you and had
to start somewhere. You
will receive great help and
great knowledge from

people that have success
stories of their own.
I didn’t think this time
eight weeks ago when I
signed up for the forum
and read people’s stories
that I would be eligible to
type one myself.

READ THE FULL STORIES ONLINE:
manvfatfootball.org/CaseStudies/all
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Richard A’len
Colchester
lost: 38 KG

Peter Shaw
Nottingham
lost: 23 KG

What was your life
like before you joined
MAN v FAT Football
I was 18 stone. I had
no energy at all. All I
wanted to do was eat and
lay on the sofa. Now I’m
12 stone and running a
marathon. MAN v FAT
has changed my life in so
many ways. All while also
meeting a great bunch of
lads who push each other
along the way.

Who do you play for
and what have the
games been like?
Borussia Moobs & Backfat. I’ve always played
football to a degree but
was getting sick of the
attitudes of some of
the guys who played.
Our team is amazing,
everyone is constantly

supportive, they are a
great bunch of lads who
get on well. We enjoy the
game and enjoy turning
up each week.

t Sport England we’re always on
the lookout for innovative ways
to help people get more active and
lead healthier lives.

A

These fresh ideas are vital because while
many people aspire to be more active, they
can feel that the opportunities available
aren’t right for them or the barriers to
taking part are just too high. Something
new needs to happen.

Joe Mott
Manchester
lost: 30 KG
What would you
say to other men
thinking about joining
MAN v FAT Football?
If you want to get back
into regular exercise,
whilst being able to
play footy with lads in
a similar position to
yourself, it is perfect.
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we invested £195,000
of National Lottery funding
to take MAN V FAT into
disadvantaged communities
across England

You will gain friends
along the way, who will
help you achieve your
ultimate goals.

READ THE FULL STORIES ONLINE:
manvfatfootball.org/CaseStudies/all

It’s a particular problem for men who
are overweight. Much as they’d like to
get back into the team sport they once
loved, they feel they’ve literally outgrown
them. The prospect of playing football
against younger, fitter and slimmer men is
daunting and un-appealing.

league where larger men won’t feel out of
place, where there is as much emphasis on
weight lost as victories won and where the
participants plainly have a huge amount
of fun. MAN V FAT puts the target group
of men and what they need at the heart of
the activity, which research shows has the
highest chance of getting people active.
85% of men who complete a league
continue their weight loss and stay
physically activity beyond their initial
14-week league and many stay on as
MAN V FAT coaches, providing excellent
role models.

Neither are many of the weight loss
programmes, which have traditionally been
designed and marketed to meet the needs
of women.

We loved the idea so much that we invested
£195,000 of National Lottery funding
to take MAN V FAT into disadvantaged
communities across England where the
generosity of National Lottery players
means that we can offer free or subsidised
sessions to potential players for whom cost
can be a serious obstacle.

That is why we thought MAN V FAT was
such a wonderful concept. A football

It’s been fantastic to see MAN V FAT
welcomed in communities where it has

sport england

case studies

Andrew Robertson
ARDEN
lost: 33kg

the potential to make massive a difference,
with leagues now running – and making
headlines – from Newcastle to Leicester,
and from Sunderland to Slough.
A total of up to 1,280 men will play in
the leagues Sport England funds and our
ambition is that 768 of them will lose at
least five per cent of their body weight and
get active at the same time.
A key part of our strategy at Sport England
is to support entrepreneurial projects, learn
from them and then share that learning to
help many more people get active.

•

Whether the time and day of the
games affects the physical activity and
weight loss outcomes of a league.

•

How the marketing approaches of
MAN v FAT Football engage different
ages, ethnicity and socio-economic
groups of men.

•

The impact on the mental health of
the participants.

•

How the families of those taking part
could benefit.

•

How MAN V FAT– has a significant
impact on outcomes in weight loss
and physical activity levels, and how
that learning can be taken to other
leagues – such as those provided by
football clubs, leisure providers
or charities.

All this will be independently evaluated
by physical activity specialists from the
University of East Anglia. This is one of many
innovative projects Sport England is funding
as part of our Towards an Active Nation
strategy to find the best way to help people
get more active, particularly those who are
typically less active – like women, disabled
people and people on low incomes. We look
forward to sharing the learning so that many
more people across England can benefit. ●

•

The effectiveness of offering free or
subsidised football as against fully
paid for leagues where cost may
be a barrier.

Mike Diaper
Executive Director
Sport England

With MAN V FAT, we will be looking at
such things as:

What would you
say to other men
thinking about joining
MAN v FAT Football?
Do it! It isn’t a magic
formula, but the
camaraderie, the
competition, the support,
all rolls into a brilliant
package. I earned the
nickname Rhino in the
league, which I cherish,
and to top it off, I was
awarded the Player

Dave Evans
Tudor Grange Solihull
lost: 25KG

Of The Season in my
first season, despite
being a novice, which
is something I am
immensely proud of.

John Martin
Exeter
lost: 15.6kg
Who do you play for
and what have the
games been like?
I play for The Fat Chiefs
of Exeter, there’s 11
players in the team and
we’ve all become great
friends, each of us helping
each other when you’re
in that tough moment of
temptation. As for the
football, I hadn’t played
for 35 years, but what a
feeling of excitement and
apprehension when you
first get onto the pitch,

and achievement when
you go from not being
able to run at all in the
first match to now playing
for 24 minutes in week
7. The first match was
daunting, but the great
team spirit, banter and
care that the team shows
soon made me realise that
we all felt the same.

READ THE FULL STORIES ONLINE:
manvfatfootball.org/CaseStudies/all

What differences has
losing weight made in
your life?
It has completely changed
my life! I have improved
my health and wellbeing;
my energy levels are up
and I am back playing a
sport I love at the age of
46. The only downside
is having to buy new
clothes, but it does feel
fantastic now to be
back to being a 34” and
medium t-shirts, rather
than 40” and a tight XL!
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read all
CASE STUDIES ONLINE

search to find more blokes like you
We’ve put together 100 stories of men from
around the country who have played MAN v FAT
Football. Read the case studies and let us know
when we can feature your story!

manvfatfootball.org/CaseStudies/all

our gift to you
To celebrate hitting 100,000 lbs we will be releasing MAN v FAT Progress
to every MAN v FAT Footballer FOR FREE. Progress gives you everything
you need to succeed in your weight loss journey all accessible
on your laptop, PC or mobile phone.
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track your food, drink
and activity

data, insights and
achievements

Member Tools
and Benefits

No need to count calories
or measure your macros
- just reliable food, drink
and activity tracking - with
tools to accurately measure
your Progress.

Your Progress displayed
beautifully in data formats
that you can export, share
with your team or friends.
Get insights that help you
lose and improve.

Grab free stuff and discounts
on products and services,
exclusive to MAN v FAT
members. Access memberonly sections which equip you
with even more resources to
support your weight loss.

don’t fake progress
make progress
The web app that has all the tools you need to change
your behaviour and get fitter.
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the number one men’s weight loss
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